
New possibilities – avoiding bone 
grafting with short implants

Implant placement in the posterior regions can 
be limited due to anatomical conditions. 

One of the most problematic areas is 
the posterior maxilla, presenting in most 
cases with a limited bone height due to the 
pneumatisation of the maxillary sinus, and 
poor bone quality.  

Another complicating factor in posterior 
regions is the general exposure to greater 
masticatory loads than in anterior regions. 

Recent clinical studies on short implants 
with rough surfaces have reported survival rates 
similar to implants in general. Those studies 
were on implants of 7mm or less in length. 
These authors only took into consideration 
articles reporting on implants of 6mm or less in 
length – some of them reported similar success 
rates using 5mm short implants, in comparison 
to longer implants placed in augmented bone.

The authors are currently preparing a 
clinical study protocol to place implants on 
patients with only 3-4mm available bone under 
the sinus, without any bone grafting. A bone 
height of 3-4mm may be enough to place 
implants without sinus bone graft. 

Short implants
The use of short implants with deep 
threads is a predictable treatment method 
for an implant restoration, even in difficult 
anatomical situations, to avoid complicated 
augmentation procedures.

In the case reports presented here, short 
implants with deep threads showed good 
clinical results while being engaged only 
3-4mm with the residual bone. It has been 
suggested that this is a result of the special 
thread design (Figure 1), which can increase 
the bone-implant contact (BIC) and primary 
stability dramatically, having a large surface 
area in contact with bone, even in very low 
alveolar ridges (3-4mm in height). This article 
presents two case studies using a new implant 
with a novel macrostructure and thread 
design, which have proved to give excellent 
results in compromised bone situations. A 
three-dimensional bond between bone and 
implant is achieved; bone in-growth between 
the threads (Figure 2) increases the implant 
resistance to occlusal and shear forces.

Clinicians often face challenges when 
placing dental implants in areas of insufficient 
bone height. This problem is encountered 
mostly in the posterior mandible, because 
of the mandibular nerve canal, and in the 
posterior maxilla, due to the pneumatisation 
of the maxillary sinuses and poor bone quality. 

The conventional treatments for these cases 
are various bone grafting procedures (sinus 

lift, vertical bone augmentation, GBR). These 
procedures have good predictable results, but 
they are related to high complication rates 
and cost, increased post-operative morbidity 
and stress to the patients, as well as a longer 
treatment period. These procedures should 
only be carried out by an experienced surgeon 
– which is an essential factor for successful 
treatment. Short implants (of 6mm or less) 
were introduced as a potential alternative to 
bone augmentation procedures in cases of 
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Figure 1: Short implants with deep threads are 
designed to offer increased cutting efficiency 
during insertion, excellent initial stability, 
increased resistance to compressive forces, 
minimised occurrence of shear forces, and higher 
bone-implant contact (BIC)
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insufficient bone height. Relatively few implant 
systems available on the market today offer 
implants of 6mm or less. 

The following case histories document the 
use of a new implant that has been presented 
in the past few years. 

The implants were chosen principally for 
their macro-structure. The implant consists 
of pure titanium (grade 4) and has a conical 
shape. The deep thread pattern, according to 
the evidence presented, should increase the 
BIC and resistance to shear forces, leading to 
effective function even when the implant is 
engaged only 3-4mm with the residual bone. 

The deep threads generate a significant 
increase in the surface area (Figure 1 and 
Table 1) and provide a very strong mechanical 
connection between bone and implant. 

This factor can simplify the treatment for 
many patients presenting with vertical bone 
deficiency and allow more general dentists 
to perform implant surgeries on patients 
presenting with similar cases. In these case 
reports the implants were placed in the 
posterior maxilla, and only engaged in the 
residual jaw bone by 3-4mm. 

CLINICAL

Figure 2: Bone ingrowth test for Anyridge with 
1mm deep threads, in vivo results. Histological 
sections of implants with the deeper thread at 
insertion day (A) and four weeks after implantation 
(B) in rabbit femurs. Source:Megagen Implant 
Institute of Science & Technology, 2010

Figures 4a and 4b: Osteotomy preparation using a single trephine bur. The bone from the trephine 
measured about 3mm in length 

Figure 5a and 5b: Anyridge implants (5x6mm) placed

Figure 3: Male, 69-year-old patient. Planned 
treatment was to insert short implants at UL6, 
UR6, and UR7 without sinus augmentation. The 
implants would be loaded four months after 
insertion.

Figure 6: Postoperative panoramic X-ray Figure 7: One year after loading. No marginal 
bone loss, good stability of the prosthesis, and a 
good functional and aesthetic result
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Figures 9a and 9b: Short (6mm) Anyridge implants were inserted without any sinus augmentation. They 
were engaged only 3-4mm in the ridge bone

Figures 12a and 12b: One year after loading – no crestal bone loss

Case report 1 
A 69-year-old man who was taking warfarin 
and medications to control arterial fibrillation 
and high blood pressure presented with 
missing posterior teeth in the distal parts of 
right and left maxilla in UR6, UR7, and UL6 
(Figure 3). He desperately wanted to avoid 
wearing a removable prosthesis and was 
anxious to undergo implant treatment. 

The patient wanted to avoid invasive 
procedures, as these would prolong the 
treatment and impose a greater risk for 
complications and would likely require 
modification of his medication intake. 
CT measurements showed a ridge height 
of 3.2mm at UR7 and UL6, and 6mm at 
tooth UR6. All areas had sufficient width 
for placement of wide diameter 5.5x6mm 
implants, meaning the implant at area UR7 
and UL6 could only engage up to 3.2mm with 
the residual bone.

At the time of surgery, the patient’s blood 
pressure was low enough to proceed with 
the intended treatment. The surgery was 
minimally invasive. A trephine bur was used to 
create the osteotomies; the bone obtained from 
the trephination was measured to confirm the 
residual ridge height (Figures 4a and 4b).

Three implants (5.5x6mm) were inserted 
in both, right and left maxillae during the 
same appointment (Figures 5a and 5b). All 
three implants reached excellent primary 
stability despite having only between 3.2 and 
4mm contact with the subantral residual bone 
(Figure 6). 

After four months of healing, implant-
supported fixed restorations were cemented 
in the upper right and upper left quadrants 
respectively. This minimally invasive approach 
reduced surgical trauma and expedited 
treatment in this otherwise challenging 
situation (Figure 7).

Case report 2 
A 74-year-old female with good general 
health presented with pain on the upper right 
prosthesis, which was a bridge connecting 
teeth UR3, UR4, and UR5. Clinically, the 
bridge showed extreme mobility. 

On the panoramic X-ray extensive bone 

resorption was noted around the roots. Teeth 
UR3, UR4, UR5 and UL4 required extraction. 
The patient was left with distal defects in the 
first and second quadrants, and the panoramic 
X-ray measurements revealed only 3-4mm 
subantral residual bone in both left and right 
sinus areas (Figure 8). 

The patient was offered two treatment 
plans. One was a sinus lift with immediate 
placement of long implants, while the 
alternative was placement of short implants 
with deep threads without any sinus 
augmentation. The patient was reluctant to 
accept the sinus lift because of her age and the 
high cost, as well as the possible complications 
of the procedure. 

The surgery was performed during a 
single visit on both sides due to the suggested 
minimally invasive protocol. Nine implants 
were placed in the maxilla – six of them were 
6mm in length, engaged only 3-4mm in the 
subantral bone. 

After four months of healing, implant-

supported temporary restorations were 
screwed in the upper right and left quadrants.  
At five months, the  final restorations were 
delivered, and successful rehabilitation was 
obtained with a minimal intervention. This 
minimally invasive protocol reduced both 
surgical trauma and treatment time in this 
challenging clinical situation. The implants 
(6mm short Anyridge) were placed without 
any sinus augmentation, and were engaged 
only 3-5mm in the ridge bone.  

Discussion 
Over the past decade, studies have shown 
conflicting results concerning the treatment 
outcome and long time survival of short 
implants. One of the main problems faced 
during evaluation of these articles has been 
the lack of fixed definition for the term ‘short 
implant’. Most of the studies and articles 
considered a short implant as being less than 
10mm, while very few studies have included 
implants of 6mm in length or less. 

Figure 8: The subantral bone height was 3-4mm 

Figure 10: Postoperative panoramic X-ray Figure 11: Six months after loading
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The older studies describe implants with 
machined surfaces, mostly placed in posterior 
regions with higher loads and softer bone 
compared with implants placed in more 
anterior regions. 

More recent studies look at shorter 
implants with more commonly-used surfaces 
in clinical situations and the results are 
promising (Esposito et al 2012).  

Surgeons usually prefer to insert the longest 
implant possible at the recipient site in order 
to maximise the BIC area. This is based on the 
principle that longer implants provide better 
biomechanics and better initial stability, due to 
their increased surface area. 

However, after integration and loading 
takes place we should distinguish between 
total surface area and functional surface area. 
The biomechanical rationale behind the use of 
short implants is that the crestal portion of the 
implant body is the most involved in load-
bearing, whereas very little stress is transferred 
to the apical portion (Lum, 1991) and an 
increase of implant length from 7mm to 10mm 
does not significantly improve its anchorage 
(Bernard et al 2003). Therefore, implant length 
may not be a primary factor in distributing 
prosthetic loads to the bone implant interface.

It is for these reasons that the length of the 
implant is no longer widely seen as the sole 
consideration when looking for the optimal 
solution for a patient.  

Treatment planning is an essential factor for 
a successful rehabilitation with short implants. 
The most important factors that need to be 
taken into consideration are the bone quality 
(density), prosthesis type, crown to implant 
ratio, excessive occlusal forces, and cantilever. 

Without careful planning and consideration 
of all factors, the treatment results may be 
compromised. Other parameters are related 
directly to the implant macro and micro 
design. In these cases we considered that 
the sharp and deep threads on the implants 
used provided an excellent initial stability, 
an increased BIC and resistance to shear 
forces considering the poor bone quality and 
vertical deficiency. All this lead to a successful 
rehabilitation with short implants in patients 
with 3-4 mm of residual bone under the sinus, 
without bone grafting.

Conclusion
Short implants (5 mm) can be successfully 
loaded in maxillary bone with a residual 
height of 4-6mm, but their long-term 
prognosis is unknown (Esposito et al 2012). 

Some studies report similar results 
comparing short implants versus longer ones 
placed in augmented bone with follow ups of 

up to three years (Pieri F et al 2012).
Choosing the right implant system, that has 

the design features mentioned above, might be 
a key factor in a successful treatment, allowing 
the use of short implants for patients with 
residual bone height as low as 3-4mm. 

The results from our cases are promising. 
Treatment according to this suggested protocol 

could make rehabilitation with dental implants 
a more acceptable procedure for the patients 
because of lower morbidity, shorter treatment 
time and lower cost.

Randomised controlled trials and 
prospective studies with longer follow-up 
times and larger samples are necessary to 
confirm the current findings. IDT
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